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We review the critical behavior of nonequilibrium systems, such as directed percolation
(DP) and branching-annihilating random walks (BARW), which possess phase transi-
tions into absorbing states. After reviewing the bulk scaling behavior of these models,
we devote the main part of this review to analyzing the impact of walls on their critical
behavior. We discuss the possible boundary universality classes for the DP and BARW
models, which can be described by a general scaling theory which allows for two inde-
pendent surface exponents in addition to the bulk critical exponents. Above the upper
critical dimension dc, we review the use of mean field theories, whereas in the regime
d < dc, where fluctuations are important, we examine the application of field theoretic
methods. Of particular interest is the situation in d = 1, which has been extensively in-
vestigated using numerical simulations and series expansions. Although DP and BARW
fit into the same scaling theory, they can still show very different surface behavior: for
DP some exponents are degenerate, a property not shared with the BARWmodel. More-
over, a “hidden” duality symmetry of BARW in d = 1 is broken by the boundary and
this relates exponents and boundary conditions in an intricate way.
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1. Introduction
As is well known from the study of equilibrium statistical mechanics, boundaries
have important effects on systems close to criticality.1,2,3 Quantities measured close
to a wall can scale differently than in the bulk where, for a given bulk universality
class, various boundary universality classes are possible. An analysis of the effects
of boundaries is clearly very important if one wishes to apply the theory of critical
phenomena to real physical systems. Although the theory of equilibrium surface
critical phenomena is now well understood, the equivalent theory for nonequilibrium
systems is in a much less advanced state. It is the purpose of this review to describe
recent progress in extending the theory of surface critical phenomena to certain
nonequilibrium problems.
The most prominent example of such a nonequilibrium dynamic system is di-
rected percolation (DP), which is the generic model for systems with a continuous
phase transition from an active to an absorbing state from which the system cannot
escape. DP describes the directed growth of a cluster (i.e. growth in a preferred
spatial direction or along the time axis), where the growth rate is governed by a
microscopic growth probability p. For probabilities below a critical value, p < pc,
the cluster will die after a finite time, which means that the system gets trapped in
the vacuum—the unique empty state. On the other hand, for high enough growth
probabilities p > pc, there is a finite probability that the cluster will always remain
active. Exactly at p = pc, there is a critical phase transition from the active into
the absorbing state.4 A whole range of systems possessing a phase transition from a
non-trivial active phase into a unique absorbing state fall into this universality class.
Some examples include epidemics, chemical reactions, interface pinning/depinning,
the contact process, polynuclear growth, and certain cellular automata.5,6
Although most models with absorbing states fall into the ubiquitous DP univer-
sality class, there are important exceptions. For instance, the model of branching-
annihilating random walks with an even number of offspring (BARW) exhibits quite
different behavior7,8,9 and defines a separate universality class. Other models in this
class (at least in one spatial dimension, d = 1) include certain probabilistic cellular
automata,10 monomer-dimer models,11,12,13 non-equilibrium kinetic Ising models,14
and generalized DP with two absorbing states (DP2).15 These models escape from
the DP universality class by possessing an extra conservation law or symmetry: for
the BARW model, a “parity” conservation of the total number of particles modulo
2; for the other models, an underlying symmetry between their absorbing states.
Models with an infinite number of absorbing states are believed to belong to the
BARW class if the absorbing states can be arranged into two symmetric groups
(see Ref. 13 and references therein). On the other hand, if no higher symmetries
between the absorbing states are present, then such models will belong to the DP
class.
In the present review we focus our attention on the impact of walls on systems
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with nonequilibrium critical phase transitions into absorbing states.16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28
We will describe the boundary critical behavior of DP and BARW by using a variety
of methods, including mean field theory, scaling theory, field theory, exact calcu-
lations, Monte-Carlo simulations, and series expansions. The rest of this review is
organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce percolation and reaction-diffusion
models for DP and BARW for bulk systems (without boundaries). Then in Section 3
we quickly review the general bulk scaling behavior of such systems. In Section 4 we
briefly discuss the surface critical behavior of equilibrium systems, with a particular
emphasis on the semi-infinite Ising model. In Section 5 we then introduce walls into
our nonequilibrium models and discuss in detail some possible boundary conditions
in d = 1. In Sections 6, 7, 8, and 9 we review the various theoretical techniques
used to analyze the surface critical behavior of our nonequilibrium models, includ-
ing mean field, scaling, and field theories and also exact calculations. In Section 10
we present results for critical exponents based on numerical work. In Section 11
we review recent work in other directions concerning surfaces in DP-like systems.
Finally we give a summary and outlook in Section 12.
2. Bulk DP and BARW
In this section we introduce the models for DP and BARW. We describe both
reaction-diffusion versions of these models as well as the probabilistic cellular au-
tomata frequently used in simulations in d = 1.
2.1. DP
The easiest way of introducing DP is to consider bond percolation on a directed
lattice. The update rules for bond DP in d spatial dimensions are then easily
defined: for each site at time t, form bonds with probability p to the neighboring
sites at time t+ 1.4
As is well known, various reaction-diffusion models also fall into the DP univer-
sality class.29,30,31 The simplest of these is defined by the following reaction scheme:
A→ A+A with rate σ
A+A→ A with rate λ (1)
A→ ∅ with rate µ,
where the identical particles A otherwise perform simple random walks with diffu-
sion constant D.
In d = 1, the DP universality class has also frequently been studied by using
the Domany-Kinzel model.32,33 In this cellular automata model each site can either
be active or inactive and the probability for site i to be updated to state si,t+1 at
time t+1 is given by an update probability P (si,t+1|si−1,t, si+1,t). See Figure 1 for
a typical lattice configuration and Figure 2 for the update rules. An example of a
cluster grown from a single seed according to these rules is shown in Figure 3a.
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t
Fig. 1. Directed Percolation in terms of the Domany-Kinzel model, where time flows vertically
downwards. Black sites are active (A) and white ones inactive (I). The state of each site at time
t+ 1 depends on the states of the neighboring sites at time t.
1 p q
Fig. 2. Update probabilities for DP in terms of the parameters 0 ≤ p, q ≤ 1, where we have q =
p(2−p) for bond DP and q = p for site DP, respectively. Probabilities for the other configurations
follow from left-right symmetry and from P (A | . . .) + P (I | . . .) = 1.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. (a) A DP cluster and (b) a DP2 cluster both grown from a single seed in the bulk.
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2.2. BARW
The BARW model is defined by a reaction-diffusion system, with the following
reaction processes7,8,9
A→ (m+ 1)A with rate σm
A+A→ ∅ with rate λ, (2)
where the identical particles A otherwise perform simple random walks with dif-
fusion constant D. For m odd, the above model is known to belong to the DP
universality class, however for m even we have what we refer to as the BARW uni-
versality class. Unless otherwise specified when we refer to the BARW model we
will be referring to the even m case.
The BARW class has also been studied in d = 1 using a generalized Domany-
Kinzel model (sometimes called DPn21,27) introduced by Hinrichsen.15 In this model
each site can be either active or in one of n inactive states. For n = 1 the update
rules are identical to those of the Domany-Kinzel model in Figure 2, but for n ≥ 2,
the distinction between regions of different inactive states is preserved by demanding
that they are separated by active ones. An example of a DP2 cluster is shown in
Figure 3b. The DP2 model has two symmetric absorbing states in which the system
can become trapped. The update probabilities for d = 1, where DP2 is known to
belong to the BARW universality class,15 are given in Figure 4.
1−
q
p 1−p
q(1− )/2q(1− )/2
1 1 1
p p
Fig. 4. Update probabilities for DP2: black sites are active (A), whereas white and grey sites are
in the inactive states I1 and I2, respectively. Probabilities for the other configurations follow from
left-right symmetry and from P (A | . . .) + P (I1 | . . .) + P (I2 | . . .) = 1.
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3. Bulk Scaling
The growth of both DP and BARW clusters in the bulk close to criticality can be
summarized by a set of independent exponents. A natural choice is to consider ν⊥
and ν‖ which describe the divergence of the correlation lengths in space,
ξ⊥ ∼ |∆|
−ν⊥ , (3)
and time
ξ‖ ∼ |∆|
−ν‖ . (4)
Here the parameter ∆ describes the deviation from the critical point. For DP and
DPn, ∆ = pc − p, whereas for the reaction-diffusion models in mean field theory
∆ = µ− σ for DP, and ∆ = −mσm for BARW. We also need the order parameter
exponent β, which can be defined in two a priori different ways: it is either governed
by the percolation probability (the probability that a cluster grown from a finite
seed never dies),
P (t→∞,∆) ∼ |∆|βseed , ∆ < 0, (5)
or by the coarse-grained density of active sites in the steady state,
n(∆) ∼ |∆|βdens , ∆ < 0. (6)
When ∆ < 0 the system is said to be in an active state, whereas for ∆ = 0
the system is critical (with an algebraically decaying density), and for ∆ > 0 (if
applicable) the system is either inactive (DP) or again critical (BARW).34 For the
case of DP, it is known that β is unique: βseed = βdens in any dimension, both
above and below the upper critical dimension dc = 4. This follows from time-
reversal symmetry23 and field theoretic considerations35,29 and has been verified by
extensive numerical work. The relation also holds for BARW in d = 1, a result
first suggested by numerics and now backed up by an exact duality mapping.36
However, this exponent equality is certainly not always true: if we consider the
BARW mean field regime valid for spatial dimensions d > dc = 2, then the system
is in a critical inactive state only for a zero branching rate, where the density
decays away as a power law. However, any nonzero branching rate results in an
active state, with a nonzero steady state density9 (see Figure 5a). As the branching
rate is reduced towards zero, this density (6) approaches zero continuously with the
mean field exponent βdens = 1. Nevertheless, for d > 2, the survival probability
(5) of a particle cluster will be finite for any value of the branching rate, implying
that βseed = 0 in mean-field theory. This result follows from the non-recurrence of
random walks in d > 2.
Field theoretically, DP is believed to be satisfactorily understood—the appro-
priate field theory29,31 (sometimes called Reggeon Field Theory, see Section 8.1) is
well under control and the exponents have been computed to two loop order in an
ǫ = 4− d expansion.30 However, for the case of BARW (see Section 8.2), a descrip-
tion of the d = 1 case poses considerable difficulties for the field theory.9 These stem
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from the presence of two critical dimensions: dc = 2 (above which mean-field theory
applies) and d′c ≈ 4/3. For d > d
′
c the behavior of Figure 5a holds, i.e. an active
state results for any nonzero value of the branching σm, whereas for d < d
′
c the sys-
tem is only active for σm > σm,critical,
9 as shown in Figure 5b. This means that the
physical spatial dimension d = 1 cannot be accessed using controlled perturbative
expansions down from the upper critical dimension dc = 2. Furthermore, for the
σm < σm,critical region, the system is not inactive (in the sense of an exponentially
decaying density). Instead this entire phase is controlled by the annihilation fixed
point of the A + A → ∅ process, where the density decays away as a power law.
Hence this phase should rather be considered as still being critical.
σ
(a) (b)
n n
σσm mm,critical
Fig. 5. Schematic bulk behavior for BARW of the density n as a function of the branching rate
σm for (a) d ≥ 2 and (b) d = 1.
Despite the problems associated with BARW for d < d′c, we can still put forward
a general scaling theory for DP and BARW, valid both above and below their critical
dimensions. However, we must retain a possible distinction between βseed and βdens.
For example, the average lifetime 〈t〉 of finite clusters can be derived from the scaling
form for the survival probability
P (t,∆) = |∆|βseedϕ(t/ξ‖). (7)
We then find
〈t〉 =
∫
t P (t,∆) dt ∼ |∆|−τ , (8)
where
τ = ν‖ − βseed. (9)
The appropriate scaling form for the density n(x, t), given that the cluster was
started at x = 0, t = 0, is
n(x, t,∆) = |∆|βseed+βdensf(x/ξ⊥, t/ξ‖). (10)
Notice that rotational symmetry about the seeding point x = 0 implies that the
spatial coordinates enter the scaling function only as x = |x|, the distance from
the seeding point. Using the expression (10) we see that the average mass of finite
clusters scales as
〈s〉 =
∫
n(x, t,∆) ddx dt ∼ |∆|−γ (11)
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where γ is related to the other exponents via the following hyperscaling relation:
ν‖ + dν⊥ = βseed + βdens + γ. (12)
Note that Eq. (12) is consistent with the distinct upper critical dimensions for
BARW and DP. Using the above mean field values for BARW and ν⊥ = 1/2,
ν‖ = 1, and γ = 1, we verify dc = 2. In contrast, for DP one has the mean-field
exponents βdens = βseed = 1, γ = 1, and dc = 4. In Tables 1 and 2 we list the
exponents for DP (see Refs. 17,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44 and references therein) and
BARW (see Refs. 15,45,46 and references therein).
Table 1. Critical exponents for DP.
d = 1 d = 2 d = 3 Mean Field
βdens = βseed 0.276 486(8) 0.583(4) 0.805(10) 1
ν‖ 1.733 847(6) 1.295(6) 1.105(5) 1
ν⊥ 1.096 854(4) 0.733(4) 0.581(5) 1/2
τ 1.457 362(14) 0.711(7) 0.298(12) 0
γ 2.277 730(5) 1.593(7) 1.232(12) 1
Table 2. Critical exponents for BARW.
d = 1 Mean Field
βdens 0.922(5) 1
βseed 0.93(5) 0
ν‖ 3.22(3) 1
ν⊥ 1.84(2) 1/2
τ 2.30(3) 1
γ 3.22(3) 1
4. Equilibrium Surface Critical Behavior
We will begin our discussion of boundaries in critical systems by briefly reviewing
the theory of surface critical phenomena for equilibrium systems,3 with particular
emphasis on the Ising model. Defined on a half space, the semi-infinite Ising model
serves as the canonical example of a system exhibiting surface critical behavior.
Each bulk Ising spin has the same number 2d of nearest neighbors. However,
by cutting the lattice in half, spins next to the wall possess fewer neighbors than
those in the bulk and are therefore more weakly coupled. At high temperatures T ,
the system is disordered and thus correlations are short ranged. Hence the effects
of the wall are localized to a thin layer along the wall and decay away exponentially
into the bulk with a length scale governed by the bulk correlation length. However,
as the temperature is lowered the system will become critical at T = Tc, the critical
temperature of the infinite system. At this point, where the correlation length
diverges, the decay of the perturbation introduced by the wall is algebraic, and
hence the impact of the wall on the scaling behavior is very marked. The two-
point spin-spin correlation function decays with a new exponent along the wall,
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independent of the two exponents required to describe bulk Ising criticality. In this
case, the critical behavior of the surface is referred to as the ordinary transition.
In two dimensions, the boundary critical exponent governing the decay of the two
point correlation function is known exactly.47
We could also imagine replacing all the spin couplings at the wall by stronger
ones than in the bulk. Starting from the disordered state and lowering T , we will
now have a situation where the strongly coupled wall spins may potentially undergo
a phase transition already at T > Tc. In this case, the wall spins order independently
of the bulk which remains disordered at this temperature. Of course, if the boundary
is of sufficiently low dimension (e.g. the one dimensional boundary of a semi-infinite
2d Ising model) then such ordering cannot occur at finite temperatures. But, for
d = 3, the surface is two dimensional and in these circumstances can undergo a
so called surface transition. This surface transition (if it exists) lies in the same
universality class as a d − 1 dimensional bulk transition. By further reducing the
temperature, the bulk will then order at T = Tc in the presence of an already
ordered surface. In this case, the critical behavior of the boundary is referred to
as the extraordinary transition. This is quite different to the ordinary transition
discussed above, where the surface was compelled to order through its coupling to
the ordered bulk. At the extraordinary transition, where T = Tc, the system is again
critical, but the correlations close to the wall differ from the case of the ordinary
transition, and are governed by another independent boundary critical exponent.
In principle we may tune the wall couplings such that the boundary transition
takes place at T = Tc. Another name for this point where the bulk and boundary
transitions coincide is the special transition. It is a multicritical point and connects
the lines of ordinary, extraordinary and surface critical points in the phase diagram
of bulk and wall couplings.
For d = 2 the surface and special transitions cannot take place, since the surface
is one-dimensional. However, an alternative way of ordering the surface layer is to
introduce a magnetic field that only couples to wall spins. The boundary phase
transition at T = Tc in the presence of such a field is called a normal transition. It
turns out that the exact mechanism responsible for ordering the wall is unimportant,
and thus the normal transition is in fact equivalent to the extraordinary transition.48
Hence, in two dimensions, we only need to distinguish between two universality
classes. These can be accessed using the following boundary conditions: a free
(open) boundary will give an ordinary transition and a fixed boundary will give an
extraordinary transition. For both cases, the corresponding exponents are exactly
known. Even the four-point functions governing the universal cross-over from wall
to bulk correlations are exactly known from conformal field theory.49
Another interesting aspect of the Ising model is the Kramers-Wannier duality,
which is a mapping of the Ising model from disorder to order and vice versa.50 The
self dual point defines Tc. However, by introducing a surface, the self-duality at
T = Tc is broken and it is straightforward to show that under the duality open
boundaries are mapped to fixed boundaries and vice versa. Hence, the duality now
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maps the two boundary universality classes onto one another. This observation is
useful to bear in mind when analyzing the BARW model, where we will see that
a self-duality broken by the wall again relates boundary universality classes in a
subtle way.
5. DP and BARW with Walls
We now turn our attention to an understanding of the boundary critical prop-
erties of the nonequilibrium DP and BARW models. We will begin by detailing the
boundary conditions of these models.
For the reaction-diffusion version of DP, the modification is simple, we simply
allow for the DP reactions (1) to occur at (potentially) different rates on the surface
as compared to their values in the bulk. By tuning these boundary reaction rates,
we can access the various boundary universality classes, in a similar way as was
achieved in the Ising model by tuning the surface spin couplings.
For the case of BARW, the situation is a little more complicated. The basic idea
is that on the surface we may include not only the usual branching and annihilation
reactions (2) but potentially also a parity symmetry breaking A → ∅ reaction.
Depending on whether or not the A→ ∅ reaction is actually present, we may then
expect different boundary universality classes according to whether the symmetry
of the bulk is broken or respected at the surface. We note that a somewhat similar
situation in an equilibrium system has recently been analyzed in Ref. 51.
For the case of the d = 1 cellular automata introduced in Section 2, there are
several obvious boundary conditions. The simplest is just to cut off the lattice.
This is equivalent to introducing boundary sites which are forced to be in one of
the inactive states. We will refer to this case as the inactive boundary condition
(IBC), and, for DP2, we choose inactivity of type 1 to the left of the boundary, see
Figure 6. Apart from imposing the state of these sites within the wall, the sites at
the wall and those in the bulk are updated by the rules in Figures 2 and 4.
Next we consider the reflecting boundary condition (RBC) where the wall acts
like a mirror so that the sites within the wall are always a mirror image of those next
to the wall, see Figure 7. For DP2, one can see that there is a qualitative difference
between the IBC and the RBC. For the latter, regions of type-2 inactivity can get
trapped at the wall and the only way for these regions to disappear is to wait for the
cluster to return. On the other hand, for the IBC, such regions are never trapped.
A third type of boundary condition is the active boundary condition (ABC)
where the sites within the wall are forced to be active, see Figure 8. In this case the
cluster will never die completely as the wall will always be active and can always
induce new clusters.
Although it is not readily apparent, it turns out that these three boundary
conditions exhaust all possible boundary universality classes for the BARW model
in d = 1. We will return later in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.4 to the question of which
boundary universality class is to be associated with each of the IBC, RBC, and
ABC boundary conditions.
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Fig. 6. DP2 with an inactive boundary condition (IBC).
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Fig. 7. DP2 with a reflecting boundary condition (RBC).
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Fig. 8. DP2 with an active boundary condition (ABC).
6. Boundary Critical Behavior of DP and BARW
6.1. Surface DP
First of all, let us examine the effects of introducing a d − 1 dimensional wall at
x⊥ = 0 [x = (x‖, x⊥)] into a DP process. Note that the labels parallel (‖) and
perpendicular (⊥) refer here to directions relative to the wall (and not relative to
the time direction). An example of such a cluster grown close to a wall is shown in
Figure 9b.
(a) (b)
Fig. 9. DP clusters in the Domany-Kinzel model grown from a single seed (a) in the bulk and (b)
next to an impenetrable wall.
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Fig. 10. Schematic mean field phase diagram for boundary DP. The transitions are labeled by
O=ordinary, E=extraordinary, S=surface, and Sp=special.
Following on from our discussion of boundaries in equilibrium systems (see Sec-
tion 4), it is not difficult to justify a schematic phase diagram for boundary DP (see
Figure 10 and also Ref. 16). In Figure 10, ∆ and ∆s represent, respectively, the
deviations of the bulk and surface from criticality. For ∆s > 0 and as ∆→ 0, we see
an ordinary transition, since in that case we expect the bulk to order in a situation
where the boundary, if isolated, would be disordered. On the other hand, for ∆ > 0
and for ∆s sufficiently negative, we expect the boundary to order even while the
bulk is disordered, i.e. the surface transition. Then for ∆s < 0 and ∆→ 0, the bulk
will order in the presence of an already ordered boundary, i.e. an extraordinary
transition for the boundary. Finally at ∆ = ∆s = 0, where all the critical lines
meet, and where both the bulk and isolated surface would be critical, we expect a
multicritical point, i.e. the special transition.
The bulk exponents are, of course, unchanged by the presence of a surface and,
furthermore, one can show that the correlation length exponents on the boundary
are also the same as in the bulk.2,16 In the following, for conciseness, we will concen-
trate solely on the ordinary transition; more details on some of the other transitions
can be found in Refs. 16,27. At the ordinary transition, one finds just one extra
independent exponent associated with the boundary: this can be taken to be the
surface density exponent β1,dens. This is defined from the steady-state density at
the wall, where we have
n(x⊥ = 0,∆) ∼ |∆|
βO1,dens , ∆ < 0. (13)
In principle one could also allow for a second type of surface β1 exponent, one
defined from a survival probability for clusters started on the wall
P1(t→∞,∆) ∼ |∆|
βO1,seed , ∆ < 0. (14)
However, the surface exponents here show a similar pattern to their bulk coun-
terparts and fulfill βO1,seed = β
O
1,dens = β
O
1 , as can be shown using a time-reversal
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symmetry argument (cf. Ref. 23) or by a field-theoretic derivation of an appropriate
correlation function (see Section 8.1 and also Ref. 19).
6.1.1. Mean field theory for surface DP
In this section, we very briefly review some simple results for boundary DP at the
mean field level, focusing again on the ordinary transition. A more general analysis
can be found in Ref. 27 (see also Appendix C of Ref. 24). The equation describing
mean field DP with a surface is
∂tn = D∇
2n−∆n− λn2, (15)
with the boundary condition
D∂x⊥n|x⊥=0 = ∆sn|x⊥=0. (16)
Here the variable ∆ = µ− σ is the difference between the rates for the A→ ∅ and
A → A + A processes. Similarly we have the surface variable ∆s, and the bulk
quadratic term is due to the reaction A + A → A. From the above Eq. (15), the
bulk mean field exponents can easily be computed: ν‖ = 1, ν⊥ = 1/2, and β = 1.
Furthermore, with the inclusion of a boundary, we see that the correlation length
exponents are unchanged at the wall but the surface β1 exponents are altered. If
we are interested in the mean field steady state, then we can replace Eq. (15) with
Dn′′ −∆n− λn2 = 0, (17)
where n′′ ≡ d2n/dx2⊥. The appropriate boundary condition (16) is given by
Dn′s = ∆sns, (18)
where ns = n|x⊥=0, and n
′
s = dn/dx⊥|x⊥=0. Multiplying Eq. (17) by n
′ and
integrating, we have
1
2
Dn′2 −
1
2
∆n2 −
1
3
λn3 + C = 0, (19)
where C is a constant of integration. Using the bulk results n′ = 0, and n = (−∆)/λ
for ∆ < 0, or n = 0 for ∆ > 0, we have
∆sns
D = −
[
λ
D
]1/2 (
ns −
|∆|
λ
)(
2
3ns +
|∆|
3λ
)1/2
[∆ < 0] (20)
∆sns
D = −
[
λ
D
]1/2
ns
(
2
3ns +
∆
λ
)1/2
[∆ > 0] (21)
where we have also used the boundary condition (18). Considering the ordinary
transition where ∆s > 0 and ∆ → 0−, we expect n = |∆|/λ ≫ ns, and thus
Eq. (20) yields ns ∝ |∆|3/2, giving the mean field value βO1 = 3/2.
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6.2. Surface BARW
For the case of BARW, we expect a similar picture to hold as that described for
DP in Section 6.1. In particular, the expressions (13) and (14) for the steady state
density and survival probabilities will also apply. However, unlike DP, we will see
that the β1,seed and β1,dens exponents are no longer equal.
6.2.1. Mean field theory for surface BARW
The surface phase diagram for the mean field theory of BARW (valid for d > dc = 2)
is shown in Figure 11. Here σm, σms are the rates for the branching processes
A → (m + 1)A in the bulk and at the surface, respectively, and µs is the rate for
the surface spontaneous annihilation reaction A→ ∅. Otherwise, the labeling is the
same as that for the DP phase diagram (see Figure 10). We summarize the main
details of the phase diagram below; more details can be found in Ref. 27.
The first feature to note is that the bulk is either active (σm > 0) or critical
(σm = 0), but never inactive. Hence, unlike DP, there is no possibility of finding a
surface transition, where the surface is critical with the bulk inactive. For the case
where σm = µs = 0, we expect that for any finite value of the surface branching, the
surface will become active. This corresponds to the extraordinary transition with an
active surface and critical bulk. On the other hand for σm = σms = 0 and µs > 0,
the density at an (isolated) surface would decay away exponentially quickly due to
the A→ ∅ reaction, and hence we have the ordinary transition. Consequently with
σm = 0, but both µs and σms non-zero, there should be a line of special transitions
dividing the extraordinary and ordinary regions. This explains the general features
of the phase diagram in Figure 11.
At a more quantitative level, the mean field equation for BARW is very similar
to that for DP:
∂tn = D∇
2n−∆n− λn2, (22)
with the boundary condition
D∂x⊥n|x⊥=0 = ∆sn|x⊥=0. (23)
However the values of the ∆, ∆s parameters are now different: ∆ = −mσm and
∆s = −mσms+µs. For simplicity we will again focus only on the ordinary transition
(details of the other transitions can be found in Ref. 27). Clearly we expect the
same mean field exponent β1,dens as in DP.
52 However, the mean field behavior of the
β1,seed exponent is very different from the corresponding behavior in DP. Consider
placing two particles next to the surface at t = 0. From the recurrence properties of
random walks we see that, regardless of the reaction rates on the surface or in the
bulk, there is a finite chance that the two particles will never meet again. Hence
the survival probability is nonzero and thus βO1,seed = 0 in mean field theory.
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Fig. 11. Schematic mean field boundary phase diagram for BARW. See text for an explanation of
the labeling.
6.3. Beyond mean field theory
6.3.1. Surface DP
We expect that the phase diagram shown in Figure 10 is generally valid for surface
DP close to the upper critical dimension dc = 4. However, as first pointed out in Ref.
27, in d = 1, where the surface is just a zero dimensional point, the phase diagram
may look rather different. In that case, for an inactive bulk, net particle production
is only possible at one point. Furthermore, since particles will be constantly lost into
the bulk, where they will decay away exponentially quickly, it may not be possible
to form an active surface state. Of course this conclusion assumes the absence of
a surface reaction ∅ → A, which is the analog of a surface magnetic field in the
Ising model. If this reaction is included then a normal transition obviously becomes
possible.
6.3.2. Boundary condition classification for d = 1 DP cellular automata
Following the analysis in the previous section, we can now attempt to assign uni-
versality classes for the IBC, RBC, ABC cellular automata boundary conditions
introduced earlier in Section 5. The ABC condition obviously behaves as if there
existed a surface reaction equivalent to ∅ → A, and thus it belongs to the nor-
mal transition universality class. Numerically, the IBC, RBC, belong to the same
universality class,21 which we identify as the ordinary transition.
6.3.3. Surface BARW
Next we turn our attention to the d = 1 phase diagram for surface BARW shown in
Figure 12. The phase diagram looks quite different from its mean field analog due
in part to the shift of the bulk critical point away from zero branching rate, but
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Fig. 12. Schematic surface phase diagrams for BARW in d = 1 for (a) σm < σm,critical, and (b)
σm = σm,critical. See text for an explanation of the labeling.
also due to the absence of any extraordinary transition. Again, in the absence of
the surface reactions of the form ∅ → A, this is due to the fact that excess particle
production (with a finite reaction rate) at a zero dimensional surface is simply not
efficient enough to generate an active state, due to leakage into the critical bulk.
We now divide the phase diagram into two sections, as in Figure 12.
σm < σm,critical:
In this case, the bulk will be controlled by the annihilation process A+A→ ∅,
and the branching process will be everywhere irrelevant. Consider first the case
with µs = 0, where the surface reaction A → ∅ is not permitted. In that case,
since both the wall and bulk will be controlled by the critical A+A→ ∅ reaction,
we expect an analog of the special transition. However, this will not be a special
transition in the usual sense, since in this region it will not be possible to obtain
an active state either on the surface or in the bulk by small changes in the bulk
and/or surface branching rates. To emphasize this point, we label this regime as
Sp* in Figure 12a. This simpler and analytically tractable case has already been
extensively analyzed in Ref. 26 (see also Section 8.3). Next we consider the case
µs > 0, where the reaction A→ ∅ is permitted on the wall. Since the branching is
irrelevant in this region of parameter space, the reaction A → ∅ would give rise to
an exponentially decaying density at an isolated boundary, and hence an inactive
state. Consequently we expect an analog of the ordinary transition. However, for
the same reasons as described above, we will label this regime as O* in Figure 12a.
σm = σm,critical:
Since we are now at the bulk critical point, which borders the bulk active phase,
we expect rather different behavior to that described above. In this case it will
be possible to obtain an active bulk/surface state by small changes in the reaction
parameters. For the case where µs = 0, with both the bulk and surface critical, we
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expect a standard special transition (labeled as Sp in Figure 12b). On the other
hand, if µs > 0, then the parity symmetry of BARW is broken at the boundary
and we expect a critical bulk and (if isolated) an inactive surface, i.e. a standard
ordinary transition (labeled as O in Figure 12b).
6.3.4. Boundary condition classification for d = 1 BARW cellular automata
We can now discuss the relations between the boundary conditions for the d = 1
DP2 cellular automata introduced in Section 5 and our above classification of the
boundary universality classes for BARW in d = 1. The key feature is whether the
symmetry in DP2 between the two absorbing states in the bulk is preserved at
the surface. This symmetry is the analog of the parity symmetry conservation in
the reaction-diffusion BARW model, which allows the DP universality class to be
escaped. As we discussed above, breaking the parity symmetry on the boundary
leads to the ordinary transition. The analog of that situation is provided by the RBC
model which breaks the symmetry between the absorbing states on the boundary
and hence also belongs to the ordinary transition. On the other hand, the IBC
model respects the symmetry at the boundary, and thus belongs to the special
transition. Furthermore, the ABC model once again clearly belongs to the normal
transition universality class. Hence, as claimed earlier in Section 5, we see that
by using the IBC, RBC, ABC classification all the previously discussed boundary
BARW transitions in d = 1 can be accessed.
7. Scaling Theory
In this section we review the scaling theory for the survival probabilities and corre-
lation functions for boundary DP and BARW. For simplicity we again restrict our-
selves to the ordinary transition; additional details can be found in Refs. 19,21,27.
7.1. Surface DP
As we mentioned in Section 6.1, the most important point to emphasize is that there
is only one boundary βO1 exponent for DP: β
O
1 = β
O
1,seed = β
O
1,dens. The survival
probability (the probability that the cluster is still alive at time t) has the form
P1(t,∆) = ∆
βO1 ψ1
(
t/ξ‖
)
, (24)
where the scaling function ψ1 is constant for t ≫ ξ‖.
35 The mean lifetime of finite
clusters
〈t〉 ∼ |∆|−τ
O
1 (25)
then follows from the lifetime distribution −dP1/dt,17 yielding the exponent
τO1 = ν‖ − β
O
1 . (26)
However, for ν‖ < β
O
1 , the leading contribution to 〈t〉 will be a constant, such that
the above scaling relation breaks down and is replaced by τ1 = 0.
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For the coarse-grained bulk density n1 at the point (x, t) of a cluster grown from
a single seed located next to the wall at x = 0, t = 0, one can make the scaling
ansatz
n1(x, t,∆) = ∆
βO1 +βf1
(
x/ξ⊥, t/ξ‖
)
. (27)
This ansatz may be properly justified using the field theory analysis reviewed in
Section 8.1, however a more intuitive justification of the prefactors may be given as
follows. The first factor of ∆β
O
1 comes from the probability that an infinite cluster
can be grown from the seed. The second factor of ∆β arises from the bulk scaling
of activity in the active state, i.e., the (conditional) probability that the point (x,
t) belongs to the infinite cluster grown from the seed (see also Ref. 28). In contrast,
if the density is measured at the wall, then the appropriate ansatz reads
n11(x, t,∆) = ∆
2βO1 f11
(
x/ξ⊥, t/ξ‖
)
, (28)
as we pick up a factor ∆β
O
1 rather than ∆β for the probability that (x, t) at the
wall belongs to the infinite cluster grown from the seed.
By integrating the cluster density (27) over space and time, we arrive at the
average size of finite clusters grown from seeds on the wall,
〈s〉 ∼ |∆|−γ
O
1 , (29)
such that
ν‖ + dν⊥ = β
O
1 + β + γ
O
1 . (30)
Hence, the surface exponent γ1 is related to the previously defined exponents via a
scaling law that naturally generalizes the usual d+1 dimensional bulk hyperscaling
relation
ν‖ + dν⊥ = 2β + γ. (31)
The results of numerical simulations with a wall (see Section 10) are in very good
agreement with the hyperscaling relation (30).
Besides integrating the density (27), we can also integrate the density on the
wall (28) over the d − 1 dimensional wall and time. This integration yields the
average (finite) cluster size on the wall,
〈s1,1〉 ∼ |∆|
−γO1,1 , (32)
where
ν‖ + (d− 1)ν⊥ = 2β
O
1 + γ
O
1,1. (33)
However, in higher dimensions (d ≈ 2 being a marginal case) this relation is not
fulfilled as it would predict a negative γO1,1. For this case, γ
O
1,1 = 0, reflecting a
constant contribution to Eq. (32), cf. the comment after Eq. (26).
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7.2. Edge DP
We next turn to briefly review the case of DP clusters started on an edge. It has
been known for some time that the presence of an edge introduces new exponents,
independent of those associated with the bulk or with a surface (see Ref. 53 for a
discussion in the context of equilibrium critical phenomena, or Ref. 28 in the context
of percolation).
Consider a system, where we allow the wall to have an edge with an angle α
at x
(1)
‖ = x⊥ = 0. Hence, the edge is simply the d − 2 dimensional intersection of
two d − 1 dimensional walls. By placing the seed next to this edge, the boundary
exponent βO1 is replaced by the edge exponent β
O
2 (α) (where of course β
O
1 = β
O
2 (π)).
Following the same arguments as before, we have the new scaling ansatz for the
cluster density
n2(r, t,∆) = ∆
βO2 +βf2
(
r/ξ⊥, t/ξ‖
)
, (34)
where r is the radial coordinate in a system of spherical polar coordinates centered
on x
(1)
‖ = x⊥ = 0. This ansatz applies for directions away from the edge and
the walls. By replacing β with βO1 or β
O
2 , we get the corresponding results for the
density along the wall or the edge, respectively. Moreover, in analogy with Eqs. (29)
and (30) for seeds on a wall, we obtain the average (finite) size 〈s〉 ∼ |∆|−γ
O
2 of
clusters grown from a seed next to an edge, by integrating Eq. (34) over space and
time. This yields the hyperscaling relation
ν‖ + dν⊥ = β
O
2 + β + γ
O
2 . (35)
Quoting the results from Ref. 19 for a mean field calculation of the edge exponents
γO2 = 1− π/2α, β
O
2 = 1+ π/2α, (36)
we see that Eq. (35) is satisfied at the upper critical dimension dc = 4. Numerical
estimates for the exponent βO2 from Ref. 19, together with the mean field values,
are listed in Table 3 (see Section 10 for further details on simulation methods).
Table 3. Numerical estimates for the βO
2
exponents for edge DP together with the mean field
values from Eq. (36). Recall that βO
2
(pi) = βO
1
. The bulk and d = 1 wall estimates are listed for
reference.
Angle (α) pi/2 3pi/4 pi 5pi/4 bulk
βO
1
(d = 1) 0.73371(2) 0.276486(8)
βO
2
(d = 2) 1.6(1) 1.23(7) 1.07(5) 0.98(5) 0.583(4)
βO
2
(MF) 2 5/3 3/2 7/5 1
7.3. Surface BARW
In this section we briefly review the analogous scaling theory for surface BARW.
Again, for brevity, we will only consider the ordinary transition. When writing down
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this scaling theory we must now bear in mind the important distinction between
the β1,dens and β1,seed exponents. For a seed placed on the wall at x = 0, t = 0, the
scaling form for the survival probability has the form
P1(t,∆) = |∆|
βO1,seedΦ1(t/ξ‖). (37)
It is then straightforward to compute the average lifetime of finite clusters, 〈t〉 ∼
|∆|−τ1 , where τO1 = ν‖ − β
O
1,seed, just as in the case of DP.
For the coarse-grained bulk particle density n1 at the point (x, t) of a cluster
grown from a single seed located next to the wall at x = 0, t = 0, one can make the
ansatz
n1(x, t,∆) = |∆|
βO1,seed+βdensg1
(
x/ξ⊥, t/ξ‖
)
. (38)
As was the case for DP, the ∆-prefactor in Eq. (38) comes from Eq. (37) for the
probability that an infinite cluster can be grown from the seed, and from Eq. (6)
for the (conditional) probability that the point (x, t) belongs to this cluster. If,
instead, the density is measured at the wall, we have
n11(x, t,∆) = |∆|
βO1,seed+β
O
1,densg11
(
x/ξ⊥, t/ξ‖
)
, (39)
as we pick up a factor |∆|β
O
1,dens rather than |∆|βdens from the probability that (x,
t) at the wall belongs to the cluster. The average size of finite clusters
〈s1〉 ∼ |∆|
−γO1 , (40)
follows from integrating the cluster density (38) over space and time, where the
exponent γO1 is related to the previously defined exponents via
ν‖ + dν⊥ = β
O
1,seed + βdens + γ
O
1 . (41)
Analogously, by integrating the cluster wall density (39) over the (d−1)-dimensional
wall and time, we obtain the average size of finite clusters on the wall
〈s1,1〉 ∼ |∆|
−γO1,1 , (42)
where
ν‖ + (d− 1)ν⊥ = β
O
1,seed + β
O
1,dens + γ
O
1,1. (43)
Note that if the γ exponents obtained from Eqs. (41) and (43) are negative, then
they should be replaced by zero in Eqs. (40) and (42).
8. Field Theory
In the following sections we briefly review the available field theoretic results for
bulk and boundary16,27 DP and BARW. These techniques allow for the systematic
inclusion of fluctuation effects, important below the upper critical dimension dc.
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8.1. DP field theory
The field theory describing bulk DP is very well known.29,31 The action is given by
Sbulk =
∫
ddx
∫
dt
(
φ¯ [ ∂t −D∇
2 +∆ ]φ+
1
2
u [ φ¯φ2 − φ¯2φ ]
)
, (44)
where φ(x, t) is the “density” field, and where φ¯(x, t) is the response field. Simple
power counting reveals that the upper critical dimension is dc = 4 below which
fluctuation effects become important. Renormalization of the theory is standard,
involving field, mass (∆), diffusion constant (D) and coupling constant (u) renor-
malizations. The critical exponents can then be computed perturbatively using an
ǫ = 4− d expansion, giving30
βseed = βdens = 1−
ǫ
6
+O(ǫ2), ν‖ = 1+
ǫ
12
+O(ǫ2), ν⊥ =
1
2
+
ǫ
16
+O(ǫ2). (45)
Note that, in this case, the exponents βseed and βdens can be shown to be equal.
Technically, this follows from the fact that the density and response fields renor-
malize identically (see also Ref. 54).
In the action (44) one can integrate out the response field φ¯(x, t) and arrive at
a Langevin equation for the local density φ(x, t):
∂φ(x, t)
∂t
= D∇2φ(x, t) −∆φ(x, t) −
1
2
uφ(x, t)2 + η(x, t), (46)
with
〈η(x, t)〉 = 0, 〈η(x, t)η(x′, t′)〉 = uφ(x, t)δd(x− x′)δ(t− t′), (47)
where η(x, t) is a Gaussian noise term. The multiplicative factor φ(x, t) in the noise
correlator reflects the fact that φ = 0 is the absorbing state.
The use of field theories to study boundary nonequilibrium phase transitions
was initiated by Janssen et al.16 They showed that the appropriate action for DP
with a wall at x⊥ = 0 is given by S = Sbulk + Ssurface, where
Ssurface =
∫
dd−1x
∫
dt ∆s φ¯s φs, (48)
with the definitions φs = φ(x‖, x⊥ = 0, t) and φ¯s = φ¯(x‖, x⊥ = 0, t). The sur-
face term Ssurface corresponds to the most relevant interaction consistent with the
symmetries of the problem and which also respects the absorbing state condition.
Simple power counting indicates that [∆s] ∼ κ, where κ denotes an inverse length
scale. The presence of the wall implies the boundary condition at x⊥ = 0 of
D∂x⊥φ|s = ∆sφs. (49)
Using this boundary condition, we see that a boundary term of the form φ¯s∂x⊥φs,
although marginal from power counting arguments, is actually redundant.
Since ∆s ∼ κ, its renormalized value can only flow to one of three possible fixed
points: 0 or ±∞. These possibilities correspond to the various types of boundary
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phase transitions. The flow ∆s → −∞ (∞) corresponds to the extraordinary (or-
dinary) transition, whereas the unstable fixed point at ∆s = 0 corresponds to the
multicritical special transition. In the following we will concentrate solely on the
ordinary transition, since that is the only case to have been studied numerically
(see Ref. 16 for a field theoretic analysis of the special transition).
The only extra renormalization required by the presence of the wall is a sur-
face field renormalization.16 The presence of this extra renormalization at the sur-
face leads naturally to the existence of just one independent surface exponent
βO1 . Once again, the exponents β
O
1,seed and β
O
1,dens can be shown to be equal
19
βO1,seed = β
O
1,dens = β
O
1 , similar to the result found in the bulk. This follows from
the fact that the surface density and response fields renormalize identically. Fur-
thermore it can be shown that the correlation length exponents are everywhere
unchanged by the wall (see Refs. 2,16). The βO1 exponent can again be computed
using an ǫ = 4− d expansion yielding16
βO1 = β
O
1,seed = β
O
1,dens =
3
2
−
7ǫ
48
+O(ǫ2). (50)
From the field theory of Ref. 16, it is not hard to verify that Eq. (30) is the appro-
priate generalization of Eq. (31), relating βO1 to
γO1 =
1
2
+
7ǫ
48
+O(ǫ2). (51)
8.2. BARW field theory
We now briefly review the bulk field theory for the BARW reaction-diffusion system.
In order to properly include fluctuation effects for BARW, one must be careful to
include processes generated by a combination of branching and annihilation. In
other words in addition to the process A→ (m+1)A, the reactions A→ (m− 1)A,
. . . , A→ 3A need to be included. These considerations lead to the full action9
Sbulk[ψ, ψˆ; τ ] =
∫
ddx
[∫ τ
0
dt
(
ψˆ(x, t)[∂t −D∇
2]ψ(x, t)
+
m/2∑
l=1
σ2l[1− ψˆ(x, t)
2l]ψˆ(x, t)ψ(x, t) (52)
−λ[1− ψˆ(x, t)2]ψ(x, t)2
)
− ψ(x, τ) − n0ψˆ(x, 0)
]
,
written in terms of the response field ψˆ(x, t) and the “density” field ψ(x, t). Here
D is the diffusion constant, λ the annihilation rate, and σ2l the branching rate for
the process A → (2l + 1)A. Note that the final two terms in Eq. (52) represent,
respectively, a contribution due to the projection state (see Ref. 55), and the initial
condition (an uncorrelated Poisson distribution with mean n0). Notice also that
(for even m) the action (52) is invariant under the “parity” transformation
ψˆ(x, t)→ −ψˆ(x, t), ψ(x, t)→ −ψ(x, t). (53)
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This symmetry corresponds physically to particle conservation modulo 2 and it
enables the system to escape the DP universality class.
Simple power counting on the action in Eq. (52) reveals that the upper critical
dimension is dc = 2. Close to dc, the renormalization of the above action is quite
straightforward (here we again quote the results from Ref. 9). At the annihilation
fixed point the RG eigenvalue of the branching parameter can easily be computed.
To one loop order one finds yµm = 2−m(m+1)ǫ/2+O(ǫ
2), where ǫ = 2−d. Hence
we see that the lowest branching process is actually the most relevant. Therefore,
close to 2 dimensions, where the branching remains relevant, we expect to find an
active state for all nonzero values of the branching (as was the case for the BARW
mean field theory reviewed earlier).
However, inspection of the above most relevant RG eigenvalue yσ2 shows that it
eventually becomes negative at d = d′c ≈ 4/3. In that case we expect a major change
in the behavior of the system, since the branching process will no longer be relevant
at the annihilation fixed point. The critical transition point is then shifted with
the active state only being present for values of the branching greater than some
positive critical value (as indicated in Figure 5b). Consequently, we see that there
is a second critical dimension d′c ≈ 4/3 whose presence immediately rules out any
possibility of accessing the non-trivial behavior expected in d = 1 via perturbative
epsilon expansions down from d = 2. Instead cruder techniques (such as the loop
expansion in fixed dimension) must be employed.9
We now review the effects of introducing a surface into the BARW universality
class27 and further allow for the possibility of a symmetry-breaking A→ ∅ reaction
to take place (with rate µs), but only on the surface.
8.3. µs = 0 BARW field theory
In this case only the branching process is relevant on the surface. However, as in the
bulk, one must still be careful to include the surface branching processes generated
by a combination of branching and annihilation. This leads to a full surface action
of the form
Ssurface =
∫
dd−1x‖
∫ τ
0
dt

m/2∑
l=1
σ2ls
(
1− ψˆ2ls
)
ψˆsψs

 , (54)
where ψˆs = ψˆ(x‖, x⊥ = 0, t) and ψs = ψ(x‖, x⊥ = 0, t). Notice that the parity
symmetry (53) is preserved for the µs = 0 model at the wall, as well as in the bulk.
This boundary action leads to boundary conditions very similar to those discussed
earlier for DP, of the form D∂x⊥ψ|x⊥ = ∆sψs, where ∆s is the surface mass, equal
to −mσms in mean field theory.
Power counting on the above action reveals that the surface branching rates
σ2ls all have naive dimension [σ2ls ] ∼ κ
1, where κ denotes an inverse length scale.
However, close to, but below d = 2, this scaling dimension will be renormalized
downwards (this can be seen physically as a result of processes like A → 3A → A
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rendering the branching process less efficient). As a result of this renormalization,
we expect the lowest generated process (i.e. with l = 1 in Eq. (54)) will become
the most relevant (as it was in the bulk). Nevertheless, despite this downward
renormalization, close enough to d = 2, the scaling dimension of the most relevant
coupling σ2s will remain positive, and thus it will flow to ∞ for all nonzero starting
values. This state of affairs corresponds to the extraordinary transition, where the
surface is active while the bulk is critical. On the other hand, at bulk criticality and
with σ2s = 0, we have a multicritical special transition point. Hence, for µs = 0
and close to d = 2 the basic structure of the phase diagram is unchanged from
mean field theory, although the values of the exponents will of course be altered by
the fluctuations. In this case, after writing down and solving the appropriate RG
equations (exactly along the lines of Refs. 9,16), one can derive scaling results for
the density similar to those quoted in Section 7.3.
The situation in d = 1 is rather different, partly due to the shift of the bulk
critical point away from σm = 0. This ensures that the boundary and bulk transi-
tions in d = 1 are inaccessible to controlled perturbative expansions. Nevertheless
we still expect the scaling dimension of all the σ2ls to be negative in d = 1, fol-
lowing the downwards trend in the renormalization mentioned above. In that case
surface branching is then irrelevant in d = 1 leading to the Sp* and Sp special
transitions discussed earlier. Hence, if the above scenario is correct, we do not ex-
pect to see an extraordinary transition in d = 1 for any finite value of the surface
branching, since the surface branching will always be irrelevant. This conclusion
was investigated numerically in Ref. 27, where no evidence of an active surface state
for σm ≤ σm,critical was found even for very high values of the surface branching
parameter in a fermionic lattice model in d = 1.
8.4. µs 6= 0 BARW field theory
In this case the reaction A → ∅ is now possible, but only at sites on the wall. In-
cluding surface processes generated by a combination of branching and annihilation
(i.e. the processes A → mA, A → (m − 1)A, . . ., A → 2A), the full surface action
becomes
S2 =
∫
dd−1x‖
∫ τ
0
dt
(
m∑
l=1
σls(1− ψˆ
l
s)ψˆsψs + µs(ψˆs − 1)ψs
)
. (55)
Note that the symmetry (53) is now broken by the surface term proportional to µs,
which describes the A → ∅ reaction. Once again we have a boundary condition of
the form D∂x⊥ψ|x⊥ = ∆sψs, where now ∆s = −mσms + µs in mean field theory.
The renormalization of the action (55) is now somewhat different from the µs = 0
case. We again expect that we need only keep the lowest generated branching term
on the surface, namely that with l = 1 in Eq. (55). As before, we expect fluctuations
to lower the scaling dimension of this coupling from its mean field value (although
actually in d = 2 this suppression will only be logarithmic). On the other hand,
the efficacy of the A→ ∅ reaction is certainly not reduced by fluctuations. Hence,
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for d ≤ 2, we expect that ∆s ∼ µs − σ1s will always run to the fixed point at ∞,
corresponding to the ordinary transition. In particular we expect this picture to
also hold in d = 1, although in that case the transition at σm = σm,critical will not
be accessible to controlled perturbative expansions. In d = 1 we therefore expect to
find the O* (σm < σm,critical) or O (σm = σm,critical) transitions mentioned earlier.
Hence we find a state of affairs very different from mean field theory: fluctuation
effects now ensure that only the ordinary transition is accessible for d ≤ 2, when
µs > 0.
9. Exact Results
In the last section we reviewed the use of field theoretic methods to understand
the effects of fluctuations in the boundary DP and BARW models. Unfortunately,
for the case of BARW, the presence of a second critical dimension d′c prevents a
controlled, perturbative investigation of the system in d = 1. Hence, given the
fundamental difficulties associated with the BARW field theory, it seems fruitful to
search for alternative approaches. One such alternative is provided by the theory
of quantum spin Hamiltonians to which we now turn.
The methods we review, first presented in Ref. 27, are a straightforward exten-
sion of the work in Refs. 36 and 56. The starting point is the following set of rules
for BARW with m = 2 in d = 1:
∅A↔ A∅ with rate D/2
AA→ ∅∅ with rate λ (56)
∅A∅ ↔ AAA and ∅AA↔ AA∅ with rate α/2.
Note that these rules are fermionic in character (no more than one particle per
site is permitted) in contrast to the bosonic rules employed in the derivation of the
earlier field theories.55 The model described in Eq. (56) can be transformed into
a spin picture by writing the configuration of a semi-infinite system as a vector
|s1, s2, s3, . . .〉, where si = 1/2 if the i-th site is empty, and si = −1/2 if that site is
occupied. Hence the system ket is given by
|P (t)〉 =
∑
{si}
P ({si}; t)|{si}〉, (57)
and the equation governing the time evolution is
∂t|P (t)〉 = −H|P (t)〉, (58)
where, using a representation in terms of Pauli matrices, and defining nk = (1 −
σzk)/2, vk = 1− nk, s
±
k = (σ
x
k ± iσ
y
k)/2, we have
36
H =
1
2
∞∑
k=1
(
D[nkvk+1 + vknk+1 − s
+
k s
−
k+1 − s
−
k s
+
k+1]
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+ 2λ[nknk+1 − s
+
k s
+
k+1]
)
+
α
2
∞∑
k=2
(1− σxk−1σ
x
k+1)nk
= DHSEP + λHRSA + αHBARW (59)
= D
∞∑
k=1
hSEPk + λ
∞∑
k=1
hRSAk + α
∞∑
k=2
hBARWk .
Here we have used some of the notation of Ref. 36, where SEP (symmetric exclusion
process) refers to the diffusion piece, RSA (random-sequential adsorption) to the
annihilation piece and BARW to the branching piece of the “quantum Hamiltonian”.
Notice that the boundary has been included in Eq. (59), since particles may not
hop to the left of site 1, and the annihilation/branching processes have also been
restricted to sites 1, 2, 3 . . .. Hence, the above operator H governs the evolution
of a d = 1 BARW system without an A → ∅ reaction at the boundary. Averages
are calculated using the projection state 〈| =
∑
{si}
〈{si}|, i.e. 〈F〉 = 〈|F|P (t)〉.
Following Ref. 36, we now define an operator D where
D = γ−1γ0γ1γ2 . . . , (60)
with
γ2k−1 =
1
2
[(1 + i)σzk − (1− i)],
γ2k =
1
2
[(1 + i)σxkσ
x
k+1 − (1− i)]. (61)
Defining a new “quantum Hamiltonian” as H˜ = [D−1HD]T , we find
H˜ = (D − λ)
∞∑
k=1
hBARWk + (α+ λ)
∞∑
k=1
hSEPk + λ
∞∑
k=1
hRSAk
+
λ
2
(n1n0 − s
+
1 s
+
0 + n1v0 − s
+
1 s
−
0 ), (62)
where we have used the commutation rules described in detail in Ref. 36. Hence,
when D = λ+ α, we have the following processes occurring:
∅iAi+1 ↔ Ai∅i+1 rate (λ+ α)/2, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
AiAi+1 → ∅i∅i+1 rate λ, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
∅i−1Ai∅i+1 ↔ Ai−1AiAi+1 rate α/2, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
∅i−1AiAi+1 ↔ Ai−1Ai∅i+1 rate α/2, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
A0A1 → ∅0∅1 rate λ/2,
∅0A1 → A0∅1 rate λ/2. (63)
Excepting the boundary terms, we see that the Hamiltonian has been mapped back
onto itself. Furthermore, at the edge, the particles may only hop from site 1 to site
0 but never the other way round. This means that we can forget about the 0-th site
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in exchange for allowing the processes A1A2 ↔ A1∅2 (with rate α/2), and A1 → ∅1
(with rate λ/2). Hence, we see that the new Hamiltonian H˜ corresponds to the
case where µs 6= 0, with the DP processes A↔ A+A and A→ ∅ generated on the
boundary.
If we choose the initial condition to be an uncorrelated state with density 1/2,
denoted by |1/2〉, then the density at site k, ρk(t), is given by
ρk(t) = 〈|nk exp(−Ht)|1/2〉. (64)
Following exactly the procedure in Refs. 36 and 56 (starting with insertions of the
identity operator DD−1 into the RHS of Eq. (64)), one can straightforwardly show
that
ρk(t) =
1
2
[1− 〈0| exp(−H˜t)|k − 1, k〉], (65)
where 〈0| is the vacuum state (with no particles), and |k − 1, k〉 is the initial state
with only two particles situated at sites k − 1 and k. In Eq. (65) the LHS is the
density at the k-th site, whereas the RHS is one-half times the probability that a
cluster initiated at t = 0 by two particles at sites k − 1 and k has not yet died out
by time t. According to our earlier analysis, for ∆ < 0, the LHS should scale as
|∆|βdens (far from the wall) or |∆|β
Sp
1,dens (close to the wall), and the RHS as |∆|βseed
(far from the wall) or |∆|β
O
1,seed (close to the wall). Thus, at the line D = λ+α, we
have proven the result
βO1,seed = β
Sp
1,dens (66)
(and, of course, the bulk result βseed = βdens). We note that the bulk result was
first proven in Ref. 36, and a very similar result for the A + A → ∅ reaction was
derived in Ref. 56 (connecting the O* and Sp* regimes). Using universality, it was
postulated in Ref. 27 that this equality between the two surface exponents is valid
everywhere close to the transition line, and not just where D = λ+ α.
At the line D = λ+ α, it is now straightforward to derive a second relation
βSp1,seed = β
O
1,dens. (67)
One simply starts off with the quantum Hamiltonian H˜ and then follows the same
steps as above. H˜ can then be mapped back onto the starting Hamiltonian H,
meaning that the transformation is actually a duality transformation. A relation
like that in Eq. (65) can then be derived, giving the above result.
In summary, in d = 1 and at the particular line in parameter space D = λ+ α,
we have mapped BARW at the special transition onto BARW at the ordinary
transition (and vice-versa), a rather non-trivial procedure reminiscent of a related
transformation in the Ising model. Unfortunately, the results (66) and (67) are only
derived for one line in parameter space and we have to rely on universality in order
to claim that they are valid elsewhere close to the transition line.
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10. Numerical Methods
We now discuss the various numerical methods which can be used to obtain precise
estimates for the critical exponents for boundary DP and BARW. The values of the
exponents are listed in Section 10.3.
10.1. Extraction of exponents from Monte-Carlo simulations
In this subsection we review how the exponents are extracted from Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation data for the DP and DP2 models with walls in d = 1 and d = 2.18,19,21,27
Numerics have also been carried out for BARW with a wall in d = 1, with re-
sults in good agreement with boundary DP2 simulations.27 The most efficient way
of extracting information on boundary DP and DP2 is to perform simulations at
criticality, starting from an inital seed next to the wall. Measurements can then be
taken of the survival probability P1(t), the activity in the bulk N1(t) and at the wall
N1,1(t), the average spread of the cluster
〈
x2(t)
〉
, and the probability p1(s) to have
a cluster of size (mass) s.35 Furthermore, by averaging over surviving clusters only
(denoted by an over-line), measurements can be taken of the surviving bulk activity
N1(t) and the surviving wall activity N1,1(t). Although carrying out these simula-
tions is straightforward, extracting the exponents discussed in the previous sections
requires some further analysis. We will now review the scaling theory which allows
these connections to be made.57 Note that all the relations given below are valid
for the DP ordinary transition and for both the IBC (special) and RBC (ordinary)
DP2 transitions, and hence these labels will be suppressed from now on.
The probability for a cluster grown from a seed on the wall still to be alive at
time t is given by Eqs. (24) and (37). At criticality (∆ = 0) it has the following
behavior
P1(t) = t
−δ1,seedf(t/tc), δ1,seed = β1,seed/ν‖, (68)
where the scaling function f depends on the cutoff tc ∼ ξ‖ ∼ |∆|
−ν‖ . Hence,
the probability of growing a cluster which lives exactly t time steps behaves as
p1(t) ∼ t−1−δ1,seed .
The average number of active sites at criticality, averaged over all clusters, is
obtained by integrating the density (27) and (38) over space, giving
N1(t) ∼ t
κ1 , κ1 = dχ− δdens − δ1,seed, (69)
where we have introduced the cluster envelope or “roughness” exponent χ = ν⊥/ν‖
(≡ 1/z), and the notation δdens = βdens/ν‖. Note that the scaling relation in
Eq. (69) corresponds to the hyperscaling relations (30) and (41), a fact which follows
from 〈s1(t)〉 =
∫ t
0
dt′N1(t
′), and the relation γ1 = ν‖(1 + κ1). By integrating the
density on the wall (28) and (39), we obtain the average number of active sites at
criticality on the wall
N1,1(t) ∼ t
κ1,1 , κ1,1 = (d− 1)χ− δ1,dens − δ1,seed, (70)
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where δ1,dens = β1,dens/ν‖. Note also that the scaling relation in Eq. (70) corre-
sponds to the hyperscaling relations (33) and (43) at criticality, since 〈s1,1(t)〉 =∫ t
0
dt′N1,1(t
′), and γ1,1 = ν‖(1 + κ1,1).
Alternatively, by averaging only over clusters which survive to infinity (denoted
by an over-line), we obtain
N1(t) ∼ t
κ1 , κ1 = dχ− δdens. (71)
The activity on the wall for surviving clusters reads
N1,1(t) ∼ t
κ1,1 , κ1,1 = (d− 1)χ− δ1,dens. (72)
Simulations in d = 1 thus directly yield δ1,dens. The average position of activity
follows from Eqs. (27) and (38), giving
〈
x2
〉
∼ t2χ, where x is the distance from the
seed and the average is taken over all active points at a given time.
Additional numerical data was obtained in Refs. 21,27 by considering the cluster
size distributions at criticality. In the bulk the typical cluster size sc of finite clusters
scales as volume times density, i.e.,
sc ∼ ξ
d
⊥ξ‖n(∆) ∼ |∆|
−1/σ, 1/σ = dν⊥ + ν‖ − βdens. (73)
From the lifetime survival distribution (68), it is then straightforward to obtain
the probability P1(s) to have a cluster of size larger than s, for clusters started
from a seed on the wall. Using the fact that the lifetime is set by the parallel
correlation length, t ∼ ξ‖ ∼ |∆|
−ν‖ , we see that the typical cluster size and lifetime
are connected by s ∼ t1/ν‖σ. Hence we obtain P1(s) ∼ P1(t ∼ sν‖σ) ∼ s−β1,seedσ.
Thus, we eventually obtain the probability p1(s) to have a cluster of exactly size s,
p1(s) = −dP1(s)/ds, with the result
p1(s) = s
−µ1g(s/sc), µ1 = 1 +
β1,seed
dν⊥ + ν‖ − βdens
. (74)
Similarly, the cluster size distribution on the wall due to a seed located at the wall
can also be obtained. In this case the typical cluster size of finite clusters is
swall,c ∼ ξ
d−1
⊥ ξ‖n1(∆) ∼ |∆|
−1/σ1 , (75)
where the cutoff exponent is
1/σ1 = (d− 1)ν⊥ + ν‖ − β1,dens. (76)
The resulting distribution reads
p1,1(swall) = s
−µ1,1
wall f(swall/swall,c), (77)
with
µ1,1 = 1 +
β1,seed
(d− 1)ν⊥ + ν‖ − β1,dens
. (78)
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With the above scaling relations it is now straightforward to extract all the
exponents from the numerical data. Values for the exponents obtained in this way
are listed in Section 10.3. An additional interesting exponent relation for the RBC
transition for DP2 can be obtained by assuming that the survival probability is
dominated by the return to the wall of the cluster-envelope. This leads to18
δRBC1,seed = 1− χ, (79)
in agreement with the simulation results for the RBC (see Section 10.3). Quali-
tatively, this means that the I2 regions located at the wall determine the scaling
since they can only disappear when the activity returns to the wall. Note that a
relation of this kind clearly fails for the IBC transition. Furthermore, if the cluster
lifetime is defined to be the return time of the cluster-envelope (i.e. the return time
of the rightmost active site) to the initial point, then we expect clusters defined in
this way to have a lifetime distribution exponent δ1,seed given by Eq. (79). This
prediction is in agreement with the simulations in Ref. 12, where various models in
the DP and BARW classes were studied with cluster lifetimes defined in the way de-
scribed above. For further information on the DP2 boundary exponents, including
inequalities for the β1,seed and β1,dens exponents, we refer to Ref. 27.
10.2. Series expansions
In the previous subsection we reviewed the scaling relations used to extract ex-
ponents from Monte-Carlo simulations. These simulations provide fairly accurate
exponent estimates for both the DP and BARW classes (see the next subsection).
However, for the case of DP in d = 1 (but curiously not for BARW in d = 145) this
level of accuracy can be far surpassed by using the method of series expansions.17,22
With uncertainties in the seventh or eighth digit, these exponent values are very
reliable and useful for testing conjectures and scaling laws. For example, most of
the DP exponents in d = 1 are now known not to lie close to any simple rational
numbers. In fact, it seems more likely that the exponents are irrational. However,
one important exception is the exponent τ1 governing the mean cluster lifetime in
the presence of a wall (see Eq. (25)). This exponent has been conjectured to equal
unity,17 although this has now been challenged by the estimate τ1 = 1.00014(2) (see
below).22
The idea behind series expansions in DP is to find an effective algorithm for
calculating the expansion coefficients of moments of the pair-connectedness (the
probability that the site x at time t is occupied given a seed at the origin at t = 0).
By analyzing these expansions, critical parameters of the model can be obtained,
including estimates for pc, and the exponents γ, ν⊥, and ν‖. These series expansions
can be generated by transfer matrices that relate states at time t to those at one
time step later. At any time t this gives polynomials in the percolation probability p.
Since the difficulty in generating these series expansions is of exponential complexity,
a large amount of effort has been devoted to keeping the computational effort as
small as possible (see Ref. 44 and references therein). Once a series expansion is
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derived, it is then analyzed by using differential approximants. The more terms that
can be computed in the series, the more accurately the exponents can be estimated.
10.3. Exponent Values
In this section we list the best exponent values currently available for the surface
and bulk exponents for DP and BARW. As we have mentioned, for DP in d = 1
the best results are from series expansions; in all other cases we give Monte-Carlo
data. Note that various attempts have been made to fit these exponent values with
rational numbers; further details can be found in Refs. 17,27.
Table 4. Critical exponents for DP in d = 1 and d = 2 in the bulk and for the ordinary transition
at the boundary.
d = 1 d = 2 Mean Field
δdens = δseed 0.159 464(6) 0.450(1) 1
δ1,dens = δ1,seed 0.423 17(2) 0.82(4) 3/2
κ 0.313 686(8) 0.230(1) 0
κ1 0.049 98(2) -0.13(1) -1/2
κ = κ1 0.473 150(10) 0.682(1) 1
µ 1.108 247(10) 1.268(8) 3/2
µ1 1.287 25(2) 1.49(8) 7/4
2χ 1.265 226(13) 1.132(7) 1
βdens = βseed 0.276 486(8) 0.583(4) 1
β1,dens = β1,seed 0.733 71(2) 1.07(5) 3/2
τ 1.457 362(14) 0.711(7) 0
τ1 1.000 14(2) 0.26(2) 0
γ 2.277 730(5) 1.593(7) 1
γ1 1.820 51(1) 1.05(2) 1/2
Table 5. Critical exponents for the BARW class measured from simulations of DP2 in d = 1.
d = 1 d = 1 (IBC) d = 1 (RBC)
δdens 0.287(5) 0.288(2) 0.291(4)
δseed 0.290(5)
δ1,seed 0.641(2) 0.426(3)
δ1,dens 0.415(3) 0.635(2)
κ 0.000(2)
κ1 -0.354(2) -0.141(2)
κ = κ1 0.288(5) 0.287(2) 0.285(2)
µ 1.225(5)
µ1 1.500(3) 1.336(3)
µ1,1 1.408(5) 2.05(5) 2.15(5)
2χ 1.150(5) 1.150(3) 1.152(3)
βdens 0.922(5) 0.93(1) 0.94(2)
βseed 0.93(5)
β1,seed 2.06(2) 1.37(2)
β1,dens 1.34(2) 2.04(2)
τ 2.30(3)
τ1 1.16(4) 1.85(4)
γ 3.22(5)
γ1 2.08(4) 2.77(4)
γ1,1 1.38(3) (< 0) (< 0)
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11. Other Directions
In this section we briefly mention some other nonequilibrium systems where bound-
ary effects have been analyzed. Additional studies, which we will not discuss, include
(i) the connection between surface DP and local persistence;20 (ii) d = 1 density
matrix renormalization group calculations of some reaction-diffusion processes;24
(iii) active, but slanted, walls in DP, which give rise to a “curtain” of activity
whose width is given by an angle-dependent correction to bulk DP;25 and, finally,
(iv) Monte-Carlo simulation studies of rigidity percolation with and without walls,
which have shown the model to belong to the DP universality class.23
11.1. Compact DP
By forcing a DP cluster to be dense one obtains a different universality class called
Compact Directed Percolation.32 This actually corresponds to the special case q = 1
of the Domany-Kinzel model in Figures 1 and 2. The constraint q = 1 forces all
interior sites and/or bonds to be active, whereas the size of the cluster is controlled
by p, which now only affects the boundaries of the cluster. As the dynamics of the
cluster is entirely controlled by the dynamics of its surface, the problem is greatly
simplified. For instance, in d = 1, the extinction of a compact DP cluster can be
viewed as the probability for a pair of random walkers to coincide. It is therefore no
surprise that compact DP can be exactly solved in d = 1 and that all the exponents
are simple integers.32 For bulk compact DP in d = 1, one has βseed = 1, ν‖ = 2,
ν⊥ = 1, and γ = 2.
By introducing a wall in compact DP, the survival probability is altered and one
obtains surface critical exponents just as for DP. With an inactive wall, the cluster
is free to approach and leave the wall, but not cross. For d = 1, this gives rise
to β1,seed = 2, i.e., twice as big as βseed for the bulk.
58,59 On the other hand, for
an active wall, the cluster is stuck to the wall and therefore described by a single
random walker for d = 1. By reflection in the wall, this may be viewed as symmetric
compact DP which has the same βseed as normal compact DP, giving β1,seed = 1.
60
11.2. Backbone and red bonds in DP
In Ref. 18 the so-called backbone and red bonds of d = 1 DP clusters have been
investigated. The backbone is obtained from the infinite cluster by removing all
dangling ends. Thus the backbone consists of precisely those bonds which would be
occupied by both the time-directed DP process and its reverse time-directed process.
It then follows that the backbone density |∆|β
BB
is described by the exponent
βBB = 2β. Numerically, the backbone dimension on the wall was measured with
the result DBB1 = 0.16±0.01. Using the scaling relation D
BB
1 = 1−β
BB
1 /ν‖ it then
follows that βBB1 = 1.46 in good agreement with β
BB
1 = 2β1, cf. the result for the
bulk.
On the backbone one can identify so-called red bonds61 that, if one is cut, divide
the cluster into two parts. A renormalization group argument62 (see also Ref. 63)
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yields that the number of red bonds up to time t scales as
NR(t) ∼ t
1/ν‖ . (80)
Reference 18 measured the scaling of red bonds for DP with a wall and obtained
results in complete agreement with Eq. (80). In addition the scaling of red bonds
along a longitudinal cut for DP with no wall was measured with the result N cutR (t) ∼
t−0.04±0.02. This is in accordance with the expected behaviorN cutR (t) ∼ t
1/ν‖−ν⊥/ν‖ ∼
t−0.056, where the extra factor originates from the scaling of the width ξ⊥ ∼ tν⊥/ν‖
of the cluster. Finally, the scaling of boundary red bonds for DP with the wall was
measured, where the behavior NR,1(t) ∼ t−0.60±0.1 was found.
11.3. Invasion Percolation
Finally, we briefly discuss a slightly different system, namely invasion percolation
(IP), which is a model for the growth of infinite percolation clusters at criticality.64
In d = 2 the fractal dimension of IP clusters is D = 2 − β/ν = 2− (5/36)/(4/3) =
91/48 ≈ 1.90, where the known exact values for percolation in d = 2 have been used
(see, e.g., Ref. 65).
In Ref. 66, boundary effects in the growth of d = 2 invasion percolation clusters
were studied. Numerically, near a wall it was found that the fractal dimension of IP
clusters wasDs = 1.67±0.03. Using the scaling theory for boundary nonequilibrium
systems, it follows that the activity on the wall has the fractal dimension D1 =
1 − β1/ν, where β1 is the surface exponent for d = 2 percolation. Using β1 = 4/9,
we obtain that D1 = 2/3. The fractal dimension of parts of the cluster close to the
wall is thus predicted to be D1+1 = 5/3 in excellent agreement with the simulation
result.
12. Summary
In this review we have outlined the boundary critical behavior of some nonequilib-
rium systems, with a particular focus on the directed percolation and branching-
annihilating random walk universality classes. Through the use of a variety of
theoretical and numerical techniques, including mean field, scaling and field theo-
ries, exact solutions, Monte-Carlo simulations, and series expansions, a considerable
amount of progress has been made in understanding the boundary critical proper-
ties of these models. Nevertheless some important problems remain open and we
wish to conclude this review with a brief list of some of these remaining questions.
1. Due to the presence of a second critical dimension d′c, the BARW field theory in
d = 1 is not well-controlled either at the boundary or in the bulk. An improved the-
ory would be highly desirable in confirming the results provided by exact solutions
and Monte-Carlo simulations.
2. Although we have not discussed it in this review, the boundary critical prop-
erties of dynamical percolation form another interesting case (for d ≥ 2).28 In this
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universality class the development of an appropriate boundary field theory, and the
calculation of boundary exponents using epsilon expansion techniques, has not yet
been attempted.
3. The intriguing question of whether τ1 = 1 for the DP ordinary transition in d = 1
remains unsolved. No theoretical explanation has emerged for why τ1 should equal
unity, and, in fact, the latest series expansions yield a value for τ1 very slightly away
from τ1 = 1. Hence the possibility of numerical coincidence, where τ1 just happens
to lie very close to unity, cannot be ruled out.
4. Most of the numerical work so far has focused on the ordinary transition. Par-
ticularly for the case of DP, it would be useful to measure the exponents at the
extraordinary and special transitions for d > 1.
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